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Abstract— The emergence of extremely powerful mobile communication devices in recent times has triggered off  the 

development of many exploitative technologies that attempt at leveraging the ever increasing processing, storage and 

communicating capacities of these devices. One of the most developing area of network is opportunistic network. It 

provides communication even in disconnected mode. Nodes are mobile and can change their location and message is 

forward through many intermediate nodes so identity of users is shown to all. 

Any intermediate can drop the data packets if he is not wishes to forward the data to a particular destination id. A few 

privacy preventing algorithms are proposed to maintain it. In this research we propose an  algorithm to maintain the 

privacy of user if user wants it . We are ensuring the privacy of 

the data with the use of concept of encrypted key. In this we use the symmetric key cryptography technique for data 

encryption and decryption. 

 

Index Terms— Privacy, Opportunistic Network, Encrypt, Cryptography. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION   

Opportunistic networks is a type of challenged networks. An opportunistic network is a sub-class of delay tolerance network 

where communication contacts are not constant, so an 

end-to-end path between the source and the destination may never exists. An opportunistic network may include cellular Base 

Stations (BSs), offering macrocell (macroBS), microcell, 

picocell, or femtocell (femtoBS) coverage, as well as WiFi access points (APs), mostly connected through wireless networks. In 

opportunistic networks each node acts as a gateway which makes it much more flexible than DTNs.  
The opportunistic networks (OppNets) are characterized as a most challenging evolution of Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANET). 
OppNet provide possibility to exchange messages between mobile nodes (users) even in such a disconnected environment by 
opportunistically selection any nearby device to move messages closer to the final nodes. The privacy that we use in opportunistic 
network is very different form than the privacy in opportunistic networks has been given by various researchers. 

Security aspects such as confidentiality, integrity and availability can be managed in infrastructure centric networks with well 
known methods. The situation is however much more challenging in opportunistic networks where end-to-end trust relations are 
hard to build and availability by definition can be poor. However, similar approach in opportunistic networks is impossible due to 
the facts that there is no network infrastructure and because a node that tries to use another nodes resources can be virtually 
anyone. Flooding is hence somewhat challenging to prevent in opportunistic networks, although the number of effected nodes can 
be managed through behavior monitoring algorithms and with nonstandard routing paradigms. Because typically adjacent node 
trust relation is non-existing in opportunistic networks as well as in many traditional networks, all the data has to be encrypted on 
the originating node and decrypted on the destination node to satisfy the data integrity and confidentiality aspects of the security. 
This means that there has to be means to authenticate other users, or otherwise user identities can not be verified and sybil attacks 
are possible.  

The Security In Opportunistics network has been proposed in this paper with its algorithm, result, technical discussion and 

conclusion. 

II. ALGORITHM 

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm will encrypt and decrypt the text to provide security. The existing algorithm 

is having complex design and can be hacked. To overcome this issue concept of encrypted key is used along with the AES 

algorithm.  

 

A. Encryption Algorithm 

 

Step 1) Declaration of Header 

 

Step 2) Declaration of variables character array ap, d, c, aq. Byte array b, key, key1. String variables s, t, line. Secret Key 

variables secretKey, app for storing key in Secret Key format. 
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Step 3) Read the message from user and store it into line variable. 

 

Step 4) Generate 128 bit secret key using AES algorithm and store it in secretKey variable. Convert that secret key into string 

format and store it in string variable s. Transform string in s variable into character array and store it in character variable d. 

Reverse that string in s variable and store it in character array variable c. 

 
Step 5) Apply XOR operation on character arrays d and c and store the result in string variable t. Convert that string in t into 

secret key format and store it in secret key variable app. 

 
Step 6) Apply the encryption on text in line variable using secret key in app variable and store result in textEncrypted variable. 

 

Step 7) Print encrypted cipher text message and send it to destination side along with main secret key. 

 
Step 8) End 

 

B. Decryption Algorithm 

Step 1) Declaration of Header. 

 

Step 2) Declaration Declaration of variables character array ap, d, c, aq. Byte array b, key, key1. String variables s, t, line. Secret 

Key variables secretKey, app for storing key in Secret Key format. 

 

Step 3) Apply the XOR operation on secret key came from sender and generate encrypted key. 

 

Step 4) Apply the decryption on cipher text came from sender using encrypted key and store the result in textDecrypted variable. 

 

Step 5) Print decrypted text message and check whether it is same as original text or not. 

Step 6) End. 

 

III. RESULT 

 During communication sender sends the original text message and encryption algorithm applied on the message then the 

original message is split into two parts cipher text and private key. By applying XOR operation on private key, encrypted key is 

generated and by using that encrypted key the original message is encrypted and then cipher text and private key are transferred to 

receiver. At receiver side, both the cipher text and the private key are merged using decryption algorithm and using same XOR 

operation as in sender side, here also encrypted key is generated from private key and then original message is obtained from cipher 

text. Here AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) encryption algorithm is used for generation of private key. 

 The following table shows encryption and decryption of various inputs like number, symbol, text, capital letters, small letters 

etc. 

  

Fig. 1 Result of various Inputs 
 

 As per given table every time for each input text new 128 bit AES symmetric key is generated which is very secured. 

Then by reversing this key and applying XOR operation on original key and reversed key new encrypted key is generated. Using 

this encrypted key input text is encrypted and cipher text along with AES symmetric key is send towards destination. At the 
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destination side same XOR logic is applied to obtain same encrypted key as on sender side. Then after generating encrypted key 

at destination side original text is obtained from cipher text. 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

 

Previous opportunistic network systems focuses on node security, node authentication and how reliably data should reach 

at the destination. They also focuses on maximum data delivery towards the destination. But data security is not taken under 

consideration that is data is not in encrypted form when it is generated at the source. So our proposed system provides data 

security in the form of encrypted data at sender side using AES encryption algorithm. This encrypted data is transmitted towards 

the destination and only authenticated user/node can decrypt that encrypted data to get original data using AES decryption 

algorithm.   

         

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

  

 Opportunistic network is very useful if privacy is maintained. Due to inefficiency in privacy, many false node or selfish 

nodes in this network do not want to forward the data to the destination. This results the increase in packet loss and decrease in 

throughput. To reduce the packet loss and increase the throughput, given solution proposes a network architecture in which a node 

want to send a message to a destination and he doesn't want to explore his identity as well as destination identity. For maintaining 

the privacy of data this paper introduces the concept of an encrypted key instead of main key. An encrypted key is provided for 

encryption of message to the source and for decryption of the message at the destination side maintaining the confidentiality of the 

message. The symmetric cryptography technique is used for data encryption and decryption. This approach provides privacy to the 

user and reduces the packet loss by a selfish node. 

 

The proposed technique provide privacy to the data in opportunistic network on the basis of providing unique id by a stable node, 

which is present in every cluster. But this technique increases the work load of a sender who wishes to communicate. In future our 

research tries to add a way which reduces the user work by providing some new mechanism to hide the unique id of user. Due to 

infrastructure less architecture and mobility of the nodes, opportunistic network faces many problems related to security, privacy, 

nodes authentication and efficient routing protocol.  
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